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ABOUT THE FILM
In The Heart of Faith, Christmas is coming to Hope 
Valley, and everyone’s in a festive mood. Rosemary and 
Lee have returned from their honeymoon to reside in their 
new row house next to Elizabeth, who’s busy helping her 
students mount a nativity play. A traveling peddler, Sam, is 
mistaken for Santa by the kids … and then mistaken for a 
thief by Jack! But Elizabeth is stunned when word arrives 
that the supply train has derailed. Without costumes 
for the play, food for the feast and presents for the kids, 
Christmas will be ruined! It takes a lot of faith, spirit, 
and the cooperation of friends and family to show Hope 
Valley what Christmas is all about! Starring Erin Krakow 
(Army Wives), Daniel Lissing (Eye Candy), Jack Wagner 
(Melrose Place) and Lori Loughlin (Full House, 90210), 
When Calls The Heart: The Heart of Faith is a beautiful story 
originally broadcast as The Heart of Christmas.
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ABOUT THE  
BIBLE STUDY GUIDE

The Heart of Faith provides audiences an opportunity to 
reflect on what living their faith truly means, and how it 
can affect individuals and the community as a whole. After 
viewing the film, this guide can help generate discussions, 
and assist with looking more closely at what living our faith 
means; where one’s beliefs and resolute actions intersect.

The lessons are supplemented with movie clips that you’ll 
find in the bonus section of  the When Calls the Heart- 
Heart of Faith DVD.   These clips were specifically selected 
to help you set the tone and furnish the context for your 
discussion. There are also suggested passages from Scripture, 
tied to scenes from The Heart of Faith. These passages are 
accompanied by discussion questions for use in discussion 
groups. 

DISCUSSION
Introduce the discussion of The Heart of Faith by saying 
something such as, “We’re going to talk about several 
topics that relate to principles in the film that can make a 
difference in how we approach life from the perspective of 
our faith.” Next, give a brief overview of the film and then 
play the clip you have selected.  The clips will be found in 
the Bonus - Bible Study Guide section of the DVD.  

http://www.edifyfilms.com/
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Once the film clip finishes playing, open the door for 
discussion using the questions and scriptures provided in 
the guide written under each theme—or use some of your 
own. (Noted personal questions are for introspection rather 
than group conversation.)  A summary of the topic in 
“Heart of the Matter” is at the end of each theme. To finish, 
close each session by providing time for people to write 
what they feel is their personal “My Lesson to Learn,” in the 
space provided at the end of each topic section.  

NOTE: 
It is not necessary to undertake all of the topics in one 
session.  You can cover few of the topics or all of them in 
your bible study.   It’s up to you. The guide works best if 
everyone has seen Heart of Faith, and the clips work as 
a fresh reminder to show prior to the discussion.   In the 
event some in your group have not seen the film, you can 
provide them with the context of the clip before watching 
it. This information can be found in the italicized text 
that precedes the questions. 
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THE HEART OF FAITH IS … 

A Heart for Others
PLAY - A PROMISE
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 1, the Hope Valley community has witnessed the 
tragic flood that destroyed the settlers’ homes.  Promising to 
provide houses for the families by Christmas – a daunting 
task – Constable Jack Thornton leads the construction, but 
schoolteacher Elizabeth Thatcher voices her concern. 
 
1. A promise of homes for the settlers by Christmas has 

been made, and Jack intends to deliver. A) Have you 
ever had someone break a promise to you?  How did 
you feel? B) How does keeping one’s word reflect on 
character? C) Personal: Do friends or family see you 
as a person who always keeps a promise? D) Read the 
following scriptures and consider or discuss what this 
says about God’s promises and about human nature and 
promises: Numbers 30:1-2, Numbers 23:19, and Joshua 
23:14, Hebrews 10:23.    
 

2. Elizabeth sees that Christmas is only a week away and 
her worry is spilling into the conversation with Jack. A) 
Based on these verses, Philippians 4:6, Matthew 6:25-
34, 1 Peter 5:7, what advice would you give Elizabeth? 
B) Personal or Share:  What worry is in your life and 
how do you typically deal with  it? What is God saying 
to you about handling your worry or disappointment?  

http://www.edifyfilms.com/
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PLAY - THE UNEXPECTED
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 2, news of the train derailment poses a problem for Jack 
and Elizabeth. The couple has plans to attend the Mountie 
Ball, an elegant event occurring out-of-town just before 
Christmas.

1. Jack and Elizabeth are in agreement about not attending 
the Mountie Ball, a decision to serve rather than be 
served. A) If the couple had chosen to go to the ball, 
describe how their decision would have affected others 
in Hope Valley.  B) What hinders us from serving each 
other like they did, in our present-day culture? Explain.  
How can we overcome that? C) Read Matthew 22:37-
39, John 15:12-13, Philippians 2:3-4 and then discuss 
God’s expectation of how we live our faith.  D) Personal: 
Is there an area in your life where you find it difficult 
to love, including yourself?  Consider: Romans 5:8, 
Ephesians 2:4-5, Psalm 86:15
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PLAY - HELPING HANDS
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 3, Elizabeth realizes the effect the loss of incoming 
supplies will have on the schoolchildren and the community. 
Both she and Jack lead the townspeople in a meeting, resolved 
to find a solution.

1. With the supplies delayed until after Christmas, 
imagine the townspeople facing what appears to be 
an insurmountable problem.  A) If you were in the 
meeting, what would be your initial reaction to all that 
had to be done by Christmas Eve?  B) Think about 
some of the initial comments voiced to Elizabeth and 
Jack, and then discuss why the group mood shifts. Hint: 
Proverbs 12:25 C) Find these scriptures and then talk 
about the reassurance they could offer the townspeople:  
Psalm 94:19, Isaiah 40:29-31, Philippians 4:13 and 
Psalm 55:22. 

2. In Hope Valley it seems circumstances are waging a war 
against hope. A) What social problems – homelessness, 
hunger, poverty, for example – do you see in your own 
community that need a helping hand or solution?  B) 
Read Matthew 19:26.  James 2:15-17 to examine faith 
in action and then share your thoughts and ideas.  C) 
Personal:  Are you willing to ask God to make you part 
of the solution?

http://www.edifyfilms.com/
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HEART OF THE MATTER:

In the film, we see how love for others takes action – how 
promises are kept even while it seems impossible to do 
so. Character and God-given strength emerge through 
prayer, commitment, self-sacrifice, shared responsibility and 
determination. In Hope Valley, the heart of faith – love – 
brings a Christmas miracle.  

LESSON TO LEARN :
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Listening to the 
Heart

PLAY - LEAVING HOME 
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 1, the settlers are elated they will soon have their own 
homes and also, during the interim, housing with gracious 
townsfolk. But Nancy Tucker, widowed by the mine accident, is 
despondent over her plight and decides to leave town with her 
son Harper.

1. Pastor Frank Hogan is on the receiving end of a verbal 
assault from Nancy Tucker. A) Discuss what you see as 
the root of the widow’s anger and what conditions seem 
to “pour salt on the wound.” B) If someone reacted 
to your kindness in the same way Nancy did with the 
reverend, what emotions might you feel?  How could 
you move beyond your feelings and see their heart? C) 
Discuss Job 16:1-6 and 1 Corinthians 13:4-7.  

2. The widow not only believes distancing herself from 
Hope Valley will help separate her from grief, but she 
also seems to be moving away from God. A) If you had 
the opportunity to meet with Nancy, what pearls of 
truth from these scriptures might console her?  Read 
Psalm 9:9-10, Isaiah 43:2 and Psalm 56: 8, 11 B)  Does 
God understand our grief?  Discuss John 11:32-35.  
Even though Jesus knew that Lazarus would be alive 
among them in mere moments, why did he cry?
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PLAY - HARSH WORDS
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 2, Mayor Henry Gowen is broken physically from an 
automobile accident. Also, a Federal investigation underway 
has stopped him from serving in his position, forcing Abigail 
Stanton to shoulder his mayoral duties. She confronts Henry at 
the saloon about firing his secretary. 

1. Mayor Henry Gowen is slowly recuperating from 
his physical injuries.   A) Aside from the injury, what 
may also be affecting his temperament?  B) In Henry’s 
conversation with Abigail Stanton, he lashes out at her.  
How did this affect their relationship?  What are the 
power of words?  C) Consider James 3:5-6 and then 
discuss it in the context of Henry and 
Abigail. 

2. Abigail is obviously hurt and 
somewhat angered by Henry’s 
caustic accusations. A) Describe 
her reactions in light of James 
1:19-20, 1 Peter 3:8-9 and 
Proverbs 15:1. B.)  Personal 
or Share: Have you ever 
come under a verbal 
attack or criticism that 
you handled in the wrong 
way? If you could have a 
“do-over” what would 
you do now? 

http://www.edifyfilms.com/
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PLAY - TRUTH
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 3, Abigail decides to give a Christmas gift to Henry, one 
suggested by peddler Sam Bailey. Despite the misunderstanding 
between the mayor and café owner, Abigail chooses to pay 
Henry a visit at his home.

1. Henry is in pain emotionally, his character in question 
and his job threatened. Possibly, depression has set in 
and Abigail has heard his heart’s cry.  A) Why might it 
be critical for Abigail to reach out to him, particularly 
during the holiday season? Talk about Henry’s situation 
and the promise found in Matthew 11:28-30.  B) What 
effect, do you think, Abigail’s confession of her own self-
interest has on Henry?   

2. Abigail speaks plainly and truthfully to Henry – a 
genuine gift. A) Discuss what you think he will come 
to realize after he reflects on her words?  B) Read John 
8:31-32, Proverbs 16:7, John 13:34-35, Matthew 5:43-
48 as you think about Abigail’s faith and why she is able 
to begin the healing in Henry’s heart.  C) Personal: Is 

there someone with whom you need to restore a 
relationship? Consider Romans 

14:19 in your decision.
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HEART OF THE MATTER:

Listening to the heart comes into play when relationships 
in Hope Valley are in jeopardy.  Angry words, overt 
rejection and criticism combine to push friends away when 
what is needed are comfort, understanding, truth and 
unconditional love.  Only through faith’s absolute love can 
the cry of the heart be heard and quieted to bring, in the 
end, another Christmas miracle. 

LESSON TO LEARN :

http://www.edifyfilms.com/
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Creating a Joyful Heart
 
PLAY - A LESSON
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 1, Hattie stops by to see the peddler’s dog and gets a 
lesson in giving from Sam Bailey, a lesson that leads her to 
talk with her friend Anna. Together the schoolgirls make an 
important decision. 

1. The role of Mary in the Christmas pageant is what both 
Hattie and Anna want for themselves, causing discord 
between them, stealing their joy.  A) Consider Proverbs 
14:30 and Job 5:2.  Can you think of any examples 
where envy is illustrated in the bible?  Consider Absalom 
(2 Samuel 15:1-17) and Cain (Genesis 4:3-8).  B) Envy 
often gives birth to conflict, but does the spirit of God 
ever have room for Envy?  Discuss how we can handle 
selfish feelings after reading Titus 3:3-7, Galatians 6:4.  

2. What does Sam Bailey, the peddler, tell Hattie is better, 
giving or receiving?  A) Review Acts 20:35 and discuss 
why you believe this statement is true?  Do you have an 
example from your life or someone you know?  B) What 
did the mutual gift of Mary’s role to classmate Ruby do 
for the two friends? What did it do for Ruby who was 
a settler and new to Miss Thatcher’s class?  C) Can you 
think of any examples in the bible where a gift created 
or enhanced a relationship?  Here’s some hints: 1Samuel 
25:23-27, Genesis 33:8-11, and John 3:16.

http://www.edifyfilms.com/
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PLAY - STOLEN GIFT
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 2, Lee Coulter has a special gift for his new bride, 
Rosemary, but it goes missing and casts suspicion on the 
transient peddler. Constable Thornton then makes a discovery 
and offers Rosemary timely advice.

1. A garish pin designed as a spider isn’t the gift Rosemary 
Coulter was expecting – or even wanting. A) What does 
it say about this new bride, that she “discovered” the 
present ahead of Christmas? B) If you could sit across 
from Rosemary over tea, what would you tell her about 
marriage based on Proverbs 31:10-12? 

2. Jack Thornton advises Rosemary to put the pin back 
and be appreciative of the gift on Christmas morning.  
A) Read Luke 16:10.  What, could Rosemary have lost 
in addition to the pin?   B) Think of a time you received 
a gift you didn’t like, but enthusiastically accepted it. 
Share how your graciousness affected the giver. C) Read 
1 Thessalonians 5:16-18, 1 Corinthians 13:4-7 and then 
discuss how these apply to Rosemary and Lee, and how 
they apply to you.
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PLAY - A TRADE
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 3, Abigail’s son, Cody, finds an unexpected toy at the 
peddler’s wagon and then makes a difficult choice, one that 
eventually brings joy full circle.

1. Cody finally understands the true incentive for 
being kind. A) Give examples of what can be selfish 
motivations for showing kindness. B) Ponder and 
discuss what should be our driving force for being kind. 
C) Cody gave up his baseball, something he treasured. Is 
giving more meaningful, more memorable to us, when 
we have to set aside our wants?  Read Mark 12:41-44.  
Why does Jesus consider the widow’s copper coins of 
greater worth more than a rich man’s treasure? 

2. The Christmas program closes with Santa. A) Describe 
the moment Cody truly feels joy from giving.  B) Look 
up these scriptures, Proverbs 11:25, 1 Corinthians 
10:24, and explain how they relate to Cody.  How do 
they relate to you?  C) The peddler entrusts Dasher the 
dog to Cody’s care – exactly what the young boy had 
been longing for earlier. Read Psalm 37:4 and explain 
this verse in light of Cody’s experience. Also, if you have 
a personal example of this scripture, please share.

http://www.edifyfilms.com/
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HEART OF THE MATTER:

Joy comes to hearts in Hope Valley, arriving in various 
ways. Self-centeredness steps aside to welcome happiness 
and peace between friends; discontent flees in the face of 
truth, returning stolen joy; and delight comes full-circle 
as a heart’s desire is realized through personal sacrifice.  
Surprisingly, while creating happiness for others, Christmas 
joy infuses the givers – the unexpected miracle in Hope 
Valley. 

LESSON TO LEARN :
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Heartfelt Faith
PLAY - REGRET
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 1, Pastor Frank Hogan shares the news of Nancy and 
Harper Tucker’s departure with Elizabeth Thatcher and Jack 
Thornton. The newly learned information brings feelings of 
regret and despair.

1. Pastor Frank, Jack and Elizabeth have a general feeling 
of “I should have done more” in regards to the Tuckers. 
A) Is there an instance you can recall where you felt the 
same way; that you hadn’t done enough or you’d failed 
in some way? Share your story with the group. B) How 
has your experience – or one that has been talked about 
just now – impacted how you look at people who are 
hurting or in need? C) Personal: Are you open to “God 
appointments” in your day, those times when someone 
may need your ear, your time or your prayers? 

2. Jack says to pray for a miracle, one that can bring Nancy 
and Harper back home. A) When in your lifetime have 
you witnessed the power of prayer, and how has that 
strengthened your faith in God? If you feel comfortable, 
encourage the group with your example. B) Read 
Philippians 4:6-7, 1 John 5:14-15, James 5:16 and 
explain what has been revealed to you about prayer.
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PLAY - WISDOM
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 2, Abigail Stanton finds Pastor Frank struggling with 
his sermon that will follow the Christmas Eve program, his 
preparation eclipsed by his concern for the Tuckers. Abigail 
encourages him with wise words and advice.

1. Pastor Frank is discouraged, feeling he hasn’t done 
enough to bring the Tuckers home. A) Think back to 
what the pastor has done so far to help the Tuckers and 
discuss why he is so hard on himself.  B) Are you or 
have you been discouraged at times, possibly feeling like 
you’ve failed in some way? Consider these scriptures: 
Lamentations 3:22-23, 2 Corinthians 12:9 and 1 
Chronicles 28:20.   How can these scriptures be helpful 
in the moments we feel ourselves failing and inadequate?   

2. Abigail tells Frank, “We fight the good fight and that’s 
what matters.”  A) The pastor is weary; the battle to find 
Nancy and Harper weighs heavily. Discuss how scripture 
in Isaiah 40:29-31 and 41:10-11 is relevant to Frank’s 
struggle.  B) What do these verses tell you about God’s 
understanding of our efforts and the strain? C) Now 
read Galatians 6:9 and explain how it might encourage 
Frank, and how it heartens you in your day-to-day 
living.

http://www.edifyfilms.com/
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PLAY - THE PRAYER
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 3, Sam Bailey, the peddler, presents Pastor Frank with 
a long-lost Bible that holds a handwritten prayer, one that 
provides the reverend with renewed perspective.

1. Pastor Frank has lost focus, momentarily forgetting a 
directive that once moved him. A) Read The Prayer of 
St. Francis line by line and discuss what it means to you: 
 
“Lord, make me an instrument of thy peace. 
Where there is hatred, let me sow love; 
Where there is injury, pardon; 
Where there is doubt, faith; 
Where there is despair, hope; 
Where there is darkness, light; 
Where there is sadness, joy.”
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HEART OF THE MATTER:

Faith is not without its struggles in Hope Valley. Feelings of 
regret and failure overshadow the goodness that has touched 
lives; and determination to help another brings weariness to 
a heart on a mission. But through encouragement, wisdom 
and heartfelt prayer, purpose is rekindled in a continuing 
journey toward a Christmas miracle.     

LESSON TO LEARN :

http://www.edifyfilms.com/
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A Purposeful Heart
PLAY - THE CHALLENGE
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 1, Pastor Frank Hogan passes by Sam Bailey’s wagon, 
lost in thought. It’s the peddler who questions Frank’s attitude 
and challenges his perspective.

1. Sam Bailey reflects on how God may possibly be 
summoning Pastor Frank to a challenging endeavor, one 
that takes staying power on his part. A) Surmise and 
then exchange ideas on what it is in the pastor’s past 
that makes him a perfect candidate to rescue Nancy 
and Harper. B) Have you ever faced a challenge that 
prepared you to face another task or trial at a different 
time in your life?  Explain and share if you feel led to do 
so. 

2. God calls us to accomplish good in His name, even 
some tasks that may be challenging. A) Read 1 John 
3:16-18.  How do you think that might apply in your 
life?

http://www.edifyfilms.com/
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PLAY - SEARCH
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 2, Pastor Frank learns a clue about Nancy Tucker’s 
destination. He takes to the road in search of the distraught 
mother and her son. 

1. Pastor Frank finally locates Nancy and Harper at their 
campsite, alone in the cold. A) What lies behind Nancy’s 
first reaction to the pastor’s plea for them to return to 
Hope Valley? B) What is the turning point when the 
widow’s heart begins to soften, and why?  C) How 
could you see the hand of God in the “coincidental” 
connection that is revealed? 

2. The worry about the Tucker’s was one that Pastor Frank 
couldn’t let go of because it was so heavy on his heart. 
A) Read Acts 9:10-18.  B) Have you ever had a moment 
when there was someone on your heart and you listened 
to God’s leading.  If you feel comfortable, then share.
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PLAY - TRUE LOVE
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of Faith DVD)

In clip 3, Harper Tucker joins the Christmas pageant cast on 
stage soon after Pastor Frank has brought he and his mother 
back home. Now, without having had time to prepare a full 
sermon, the reverend closes the program with a few thought-
provoking words. 

1. It was love and commitment that brought the Tuckers 
home. A) Read 1 John 4:7-12, John 13:34-35 and then 
explain these scriptures in the context of Pastor Frank’s 
words, “The greatest gift we give is the love we have for 
each other.” B) Personal or share: What will be your 
legacy here on Earth, when it comes to the “gift we 
give”? 

2. In the film, the children have portrayed the “greatest 
story every told.”  A) Think upon Pastor Frank’s 
statement, “The greatest gift we receive is God’s love” 
and then read Luke 2:1-20 and John 3:16. Why is Jesus 
Christ’s birth the “greatest story ever told”?  B) In your 
opinion, how does His birth relate to the heart of faith?  

http://www.edifyfilms.com/
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HEART OF THE MATTER:

It is more than halfhearted duty that bring a miracle to 
Hope Valley on Christmas Eve. It is true love for others 
that reaches beyond personal happiness to fulfill heartfelt 
purpose and promises; and all are reminded of the very 
heart of faith – Jesus Christ and his life-changing grace. 
God’s love for us is the Christmas miracle.

LESSON TO LEARN :
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NOTES :
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WE SINCERELY HOPE 
THIS BIBLE STUDY GUIDE  

IS A BLESSING TO  
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY.

We welcome your input:
PLEASE EMAIL US AT:

biblestudy@edifyfilms.com


